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May 2017 

 Sunday 21st Renewal of Precepts 11am 

June 

 Sunday 18th Renewal of Precepts 11am 

July 

 Sunday 16th Renewal of Precepts 11am 

August 

 Sunday 20th Renewal of Precepts 11am 

The Priory is open to visitors as well as trainees every day from 

6.45am - 9.15pm 

except Mondays, Thursday afternoons, and Sunday pm. 

 

(Visitors—please phone beforehand, and please note when the Prior 

is holding retreats elsewhere: see inside back page) 

— Welcome to all — 
Portobello Buddhist Priory, a ground floor flat in the Portobello district of Edinburgh, opened in 

1998. It is one of a handful of temples in Britain which are affiliated to the Community of Buddhist 

Contemplatives. The training monastery of the Community at Throssel Hole near Hexham in Northum-

berland was founded in 1972 by Rev. Master Jiyu-Kennett, an Englishwoman who trained within the 

Soto Zen tradition at one of its main monasteries in Japan. The resident Prior at Portobello is one of the 

senior monks from Throssel Hole Buddhist Abbey. 

The purpose of the Priory is to offer lay training within the Serene Reflection Meditation tradition (Soto 

Zen) to anyone who sincerely seeks to undertake it, and the prior’s role is to support such training. The 

prior and members of the congregation are also involved in activities such as religious education, hos-

pital and prison visiting. 

All are warmly invited to join in the Priory’s programme of lay practice, the purpose of which is to come 

to know and live from our True Nature, whose expression is our wise and compassionate living. 

With kindest wishes from Rev Master Favian, Prior 

(For details of the day-to-day schedule at the Priory, please see back page) 

- Weekend events at the Priory - 
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— Prior’s Notes — 

I 
t seems to be becoming commonplace for people to express their 

sense of unease at the times we find ourselves in. A time perhaps 

characterized by polarization; one group defined by its opposition to an-

other, framed by historical, political and geographical shifts. 

Our previous sense of the given norms of stability seem challenged and at risk 

of being overturned. The contemporary media and the supercharged social plat-

forms both draw us in with 24/7 news feeds and a deluge of views and opin-

ions that can leave us both bewildered at the pace of events and yet with an ad-

dictive appetite for the next breaking headline. 

But is this ‘outer monkey mind’ state of affairs so 

unfamiliar to our experience of sitting: with its inte-

rior monologues, the ebb and flow of opinions and 

judgements, the grasping and rejecting of thoughts 

and feelings, motivated by fear and desire; the fu-

ture-oriented plans where we will finally be fulfilled 

and whole at last, all propping up a fragile sense of 

self. 

For all this to become transparent in awareness, we 

practice taking the ‘backward step’ that allows 

whatever comes to arise; and to do so freely and 

pass without holding or rejecting. The physical and 

mental posture support each other with a funda-

mental attitude of ‘what is this’, which is the turning 

towards the moment without the need to generate a 

separating sense of self. 
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We sit in our temple where the Buddha on the Altar bears witness to the undi-

vided nature, and this includes ourselves. Achalanatha, on his right, sits still on 

a rock while the flames of fear and desire arise. Being immovable, he is un-

burnt, and this includes ourselves. On the left of Shakyamuni stands Kanzeon, 

hearing the cries of the world. Because she is non-grasping she is free to re-

spond compassionately in manifold appropriate ways, and this includes our-

selves. These images are pointing directly back to our capacity to express the 

awakened life. 

So when the world appears challenging and threatening, can I see the dharma 

in it: the call and the response of this moment? When our refuges, our little 

accommodations in reality seem at risk of being washed away by the tides of 

circumstance, can we sit with Achalanatha, ground ourselves with Shakyamuni 

and respond with the eyes, ears and hands of Kanzeon? 
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Buddhism and Daily Life 

O 
ne of the things that 
brought me to Buddhist 
practice was a walk I had 

alone one day over some local hills. 
It was a beautiful landscape, but I was 
conscious for most of the day of hav-
ing imaginary conversations in my 
head with people I knew. My over-
involvement with thinking was detract-
ing from the enjoyment of the walk 
and taking me “away” from being pre-
sent. At the same time, I had a sense 
that there was something deeper than 
everyday life, but which was not sepa-
rate from it. 

The first thing that I learned 
in Buddhism was how to do 
zazen. This was quite simple – 
I learned it that first visit and 
have been continuing it ever since. Yet 
I am always struck how fresh it is, and 
how it helps me connect with that 
deeper place. At the same time, it is 
quite challenging. Thoughts and emo-
tions continue to go round in my mind 
and body. The difference now is that I 
can see them as just that – passing 
thoughts and emotions – rather than 
constantly identifying myself with 
them. This leads to a letting go of the 
self – or ego – which is not, however, 
rejected. One metaphor is that of the 
sea. My busy mind can be like thrash-

ing waves on the sea, but in zazen it is 
possible to connect with the still 
depths of the ocean – which forms 
one sea with the waves on the surface. 

This then feeds into everyday life. 
There have been periods when I have 
been very busy, with my life being 
complicated and, at times, pressurised. 
A daily practice of zazen provides a 
stable foundation within  this com-
plexity. By letting go of worries and 
other distracting thoughts, it is possi-
ble for us to be fully present in the 

moment, enabling us to re-
spond effectively to what-
ever situation we encounter. 
This is particularly relevant 
when interacting with other 
people. We can often have 

preconceptions about others – particu-
larly those people we know well – 
which can cloud our responsiveness to 
them. By open-heartedly listening to 
what they are saying, as well as accept-
ing our own reactions, it becomes pos-
sible to have more meaningful and sat-
isfying relationships with them.  

When making decisions about how to 
act in everyday life, I find the Precepts 
to be invaluable. One of the core 
teachings of Buddhism is that there is 
a fundamental unity of existence, and 
within this everything expresses itself 

— This article was written for the new Priory website which is being developed — 
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uniquely. I see the Precepts as a blue-
print for acting in a way that maintains 
that connection, rather than cutting 
myself off from it. Acting in this way 
can reduce a lot of suffering in the 
world. 

Although Buddhist meditation seems 
to be becoming more popular, it is still 
an unusual thing to do in a world 
which can often value busyness and 

distraction. By regularly going to Por-
tobello Priory, I get together with Rev. 
Favian and others who are walking 
along a similar path of meditative prac-
tice. This is a great support, and en-
ables me to check my understanding 
of Buddhism with other, experienced, 
meditators. 

Neil Rothwell 
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Training in everyday life 

W 
hat is it that brings us 
to training? We see 
something about our own 

mix of conditioned habits and tenden-
cies, maybe not too clearly, and sense 
that it would be good to be clearer 
about what drives us to act in the ways 
we do. So we come to meditation with 
a range of ideas and expectations 
about what it is and how it may help 
us. 
 
Meditation is not what we think. It is a 
bit like swimming: we can look at 
other people doing it, read about it and 
consider doing  it, but until we actually 
get into the water we will never know 
the reality of swimming. It takes some 
degree of trust and patience in the 
practise to really begin to let go of our 
ideas and concepts about ourselves 
and others. Then we begin to see old 
situations and habits with a fresh eye, a 
more compassionate eye. 
 
We can trust that this is a path that 
other human beings have walked with 
very similar mixes of anger, greed, in-
adequacy, fear, harsh judgementalism 
and so on, and that they allowed the 
heart/mind of meditation to soften 
these habits and gradually convert 
them. It is possible for us to do the 
same. There is no need to carry the 
burden of the "self" we have con-

structed like a protective shield against 
the world. More and more we wish to 
live with openness and be able to re-
spond authentically to the inner and 
outer circumstances of our lives. There 
are glimpses of a deeper natural spa-
ciousness within us that draw us on. 
 
Having Rev. Favian and other fellow 
trainees at the Priory is a great help. 
Seeing that other people are sincerely 
doing their best to loosen the grip of 
old habits of body, speech and mind 
gives us encouragement to go deeper 
and face the things that seem difficult 
or dangerous to us. On-going medita-
tion practice grounds us and helps us 
to allow the teaching to penetrate all 
aspects of this seeming small self . 
 
Throssel Hole Buddhist Abbey is set 
up to allow fewer distractions, so go-
ing on a retreat there can give us more 
time and space for meditation. Practic-
ing working meditation with others 
can also be really helpful. 
 
Over time there may seem to be sud-
den bursts of growth and understand-
ing, periods of stagnation and confu-
sion, and periods where nothing much 
seems to be happening: all the highs 
and lows of everyday life with work/ 
family/health. The conditions in the 
world, within ourselves and our      
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reactions to all of that become grist for 
the mill of training. Our life /training 
have their own rhythm and pace; more 
and more we trust that natural process. 
Our true nature in not separate from 

all that is so we can learn how to relax 
and allow our lives to unfold, moment 
by moment. 
 

Kathleen Campbell 
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B e not defeated by the rain, Nor let the wind prove your better. 
Succumb not to the snows of winter. Nor be bested by the heat of sum-

mer. 
 
Be strong in body. Unfettered by desire. Not enticed to anger. Cultivate a quiet 
joy. 
Count yourself last in everything. Put others before you. 
Watch well and listen closely. Hold the learned lessons dear. 
 
A thatch-roof house, in a meadow, nestled in a pine grove's shade. 
 
A handful of rice, some miso, and a few vegetables to suffice for the day. 
 
If, to the East, a child lies sick: Go forth and nurse him to health. 
If, to the West, an old lady stands exhausted: Go forth, and relieve her of bur-
den. 
If, to the South, a man lies dying: Go forth with words of courage to dispel his 
fear. 
If, to the North, an argument or fight ensues:  
Go forth and beg them stop such a waste of effort and of spirit. 
 
In times of drought, shed tears of sympathy.   
In summer’s cold, walk in concern and empathy. 
 
Stand aloof of the unknowing masses: 
Better dismissed as useless than flattered as a ‘Great Man’. 
 
This is my goal, the person I strive to become. 
 
Kenji Miyazawa 
translated by David Sulz 
 
(with thanks to Anatoly Konechny) 

Be Not Defeated By The Rain 
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The spring garden - - my refuge, my delight and sometimes my 
despair! 

I 
 am very fortunate to 
have a lovely 
fairly large coun-

try garden and at this time 
of the year I just love being 
in it - - working - - checking 
what’s coming up, what has 
made it through the winter 
and where there is a gap to 
be filled. 
 
This year I have gone back to 
raising veg seeds and there is 
little more satisfying (to me anyway) than seeing the seedlings breaking 
through with their seed leaves - - Hoorah! is a frequent cry in my greenhouse at 
present - - - “Well done,” says I to the little plants - - “good for you”. Good 
job I live in the middle of nowhere or some might think I have lost the plot 
completely when they hear my frequent conversations with the garden - - not 
always congratulatory however! - -  
 
Sadly, the rabbits have a LOT to answer for. New burrows appearing overnight 
in newly dug raised beds. Tchhh! Newly emerging young plants which have 
bravely come through the winter, only to be chomped within an inch of their 
lives - - and sometime killed completely - - Oh dear! So far this year my tulips 
have kept their heads (unlike last year). So sad and entirely frustrating, to walk 
around on a lovely spring morning and see tulip heads lying on the ground be-
side the otherwise untouched plant.  “Hmm, I'll just try this juicy looking 
flower”, one can almost hear young Mr Rabbit thinking; “Nope, not tasty - -
let’s move on to a different colour!”    DOH!! 
 
When I had cats the rabbits were much less of a nuisance, my cats were adept 
at chasing them off...I never saw it happen but I almost never saw rabbits ei-
ther. Somehow they knew that birds in my garden were off limits (don’t ask me 
how!!) but rabbits - no, they were fair game. Nowadays since my cats died, I 
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look out of my sitting room window and there they are - bold as brass, chomp-
ing away on the lawn, well that’s fine, just stay out of the borders. Sometimes I 
go out and clap my hands or yell at them - and lo and behold, the little blighters 
look up lazily as if to say; “Yes...what are you going to do?” and there they 
stay! - knowing only too well that I am no real threat! Hmph!! 
 
Right now I have beautiful creamy hellebores (Lenten roses) out and they are 
such a soothing, comforting and happy sight. The rabbits seem not to have 
a taste for them, hallelujah!  
These are such modest little flowers and stand with their heads 
shyly drooping.  To see their pretty faces with the beautiful rosy markings on 
the inside, you have to gently cup the flower and turn it up.  Do you know 
them perhaps? Despite their gentle appearance, they are tough as old boots and 
robustly withstand the worst frosts and high winds - bending with the wind and 
being blown hither and thither, but still standing their  ground, and there they 
are in the morning, beautiful and dainty as ever, sometimes even covered in 
snow.  
 
Perhaps a message for us all here maybe? Isn’t it that the gentlest and kindest 

of people can sometimes be mistaken for weak 
- - BIG mistake to think thus. In my experi-
ence, kindness and tolerance is found 
most often in very strong, and sturdy-minded 
persons. Yes, we can have definite and strong 
opinions - witness Brexit and the presidential 
election, and sometimes it is important to stand 
up and be counted, but the ability to listen pa-
tiently to others who may think differently 
shows strength of character as well as tolerance. 
Something  I don’t always manage, I am sad to 
say, but to keep my head up and stand my 
ground courteously and kindly, not being 
squashed despite the buffeting winds of con-
trary opinion, can be a lesson taught, to me at 
least, by the fragile lenten rose. 
 

Annie Turner 
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Golden Lotus banana — 

M usella (a.k.a. En-
sete) lasiocarpa or 

Golden Lotus Banana is 
a close relative of the 
true banana with similar 
big blade-like leaves but 
a dramatic yellow lotus-
like flower rather than a 
bunch of bananas. It is 
from high altitudes in Yun-
nan, China, & the northern 
hills of Vietnam & Laos. 
Smaller than most 

Musaceae at only about 1.5 metre high with a sturdy pseudo-trunk (actually 
tightly furled leaf stalks), it survives at heights 1500m - 2800m where tempera-
tures can drop well below freezing. It is small enough to do well in a container 
& can thrive even in Scotland with a bit of protection from wind & the worst 
of the winter weather; some leaves may die off in winter but new leaves grow in 
Spring & it readily throws up offsets or pups around the base!  The seed is 
tricky to germinate, only 1 out of 10 seeds grew for me; but one is probably 
enough as it grows very rapidly & makes a big pot plant, read my September 
blogpost for more detail - www.air-potgardener.com  
 
In the second or third year larger stems produce an enormous yellow lotus-like 
inflorescence which can last 250 days: after flowering the stem dies leaving a 
clump of pups. This dinner plate-sized inflorescence is composed of petal-like 
bracts & a big central onion shaped bud. The true flowers nestle amongst the 
bracts & develop into little seed-filled ‘bananas’.  
 
A truly dramatic structure,  it closely resembles a lotus flower & is revered by 
Buddhist monks in Yunnan to whom the golden lotus is a symbol of complete 
& total enlightenment, often even representing the Buddha!  The Golden Lotus 
Banana is widely planted in temple grounds in Yunnan & representations of the 
flowers are common in Temple architecture & associated structures, such as 
stupas & the finials of railings enclosing squares for circumambulation sur-
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rounding stupas. Domed roofs echo the flower bud shape & petal motifs are 
often worked around plinths of statues & monuments.  
 
I will certainly be very excited if I manage to get my plant to flower. Whilst it 
may not be worthy of cult status, I will be according it pin-up status at least. 
Watch this space! 

Alex Taylor 

A 
 great beat, and a great 
song, but the opening line 
of Johnny and Mary applies 
to me! 

A recent visit to the Priory, and speak-
ing to R.M. Favian made me think 
about my motives for starting along 
the road of Buddhist practice and 
meditation. 

Jobs, relationships, where I lived - all 
the time looking, perhaps uncon-
sciously, for some sort of perfection or 
permanence, for a feeling of "This is 
it", or in Sat/Nav terms, "You have 
reached your destination." 

But, as we all now know, (ahem), there 

is no permanence. 

Things change constantly. There is no 
actual bedrock on which we can rest 
and relax. No place of perfection, no 
certainty where we can stop and say 
we have arrived. 

That craving for some ultimate point 
had, and to a certain degree still does, 
drive me. 

Once I have stopped running around 
though, looking and looking, I tell my-
self to just sit, stop looking, and just 
be. 

 

Fedor Bunge 

‘Johnny's always running around, trying to find certainty…’ 
(Johnny and Mary - Robert Palmer 1980) 
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Spring 

A 
s Spring unfolds, my joy in all this budding and flowering 
takes me back to Jukai, the taking of the precepts last year and 
how on my return I walked into the garden and felt so connected to 

all the unfurling and budding and blossoming.  This year I was eager for the 
signs - I carefully watched the early budding of the dog roses, the hazels, the 
slow growth of buds on the pear and apples, the flowering of damson and 
blackthorn and I took and take great delight in the early nesting behaviours 
of the birds, the birdsong and the territorial arguments of the young male 
blackbirds and on the first warm days the appearance of the first small flying 
insects. Everything is so alive. For some weeks now I have been spotting 
bumblebee queens, searching for nesting sites and nectar from the early 
flowers – red tailed, white tailed and carder have all been about. I have been 
taking a weekly walk down to the old curling pond to check for frogspawn – 
I presume too much and succumb to expectancy - a whole realm of thought 
around will it be like last year, will I hear the sound of frogs, will they all be 
writhing there in the pond, after all it is spring, they should be there, and 
then more thought on my past and collecting tadpoles for the tank in class as 
a child, the delight in seeing them grow and transform and so on… – so far I 
have spotted none, but Suzie (the dog) and I have encountered a couple of 
frogs on the path.  
Spring seems to me to 
be about emergence, 
unravelling, unfurling, 
flowering and awaken-
ing. Yesterday at dusk 
the dog and I walked to 
the burn under a near 
full moon and found 
myself thinking about 
the significance of 
Spring and the moon 
for Buddhists - on 
emergence and enlight-
enment and imperma-
nence, then dropped Frogspawn (with thanks to Abbie Marland) 
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these  thoughts and stood, just being within it. 

Last week, by chance, I picked up a book I have not looked at for a while - 
Norman Fischer’s ‘Magnolias All at Once’. I really like his, on his own admis-
sion, rather free translation/commentary of Dogen’s Uji linked with the 
poems of Leslie Scalapino ( a dear friend of his who had died recently and 
to whose memory the book is dedicated – they were both great admirers of 
Uji). I opened the book at a page where spring is considered.  

‘The time being flows. But do not mistake this for movement from 

place to place like a rain cloud journeying from east to west pres-

sured by the wind. Nor is it unmoving. The entire world is move-

ment, there is nothing but flow. 

It is like spring. In spring many things arise and flourish – the 

flowing beauty of constant fluctuation. In spring everything is 

spring – there is no place outside spring that spring could flow to 

or from which it has emerged. In spring there is nothing excluded 

from spring yet nothing can be found called spring. Spring doesn’t 

arrive from someplace else or depart to another location when it is 

gone. Spring simply flows. In the same way, you flow – you should 

study this well. 

Spring flows throughout spring. There is no corner of spring that 

doesn’t flow as spring.  But you can’t find flow or something that 

flows. Yet spring occurs somehow – spring flows as spring, flow 

flows as spring, all life is springtime life. This is what we need to 

appreciate, this is how we need to live. Whatever you are doing, 

wherever you are, examine this. 

When you do, you will see that there is no objective world outside 

or inside you – there is no vastness that encompasses you. There 

are no eons of time behind or before you. Your time being is nei-

ther inside nor outside. It is neither here nor elsewhere. It is not 

small or large. It is sufficient. To appreciate this is to appreciate 

the buddha way.’ 

 

With thankfulness and appreciation — 

Jerry Simcock 
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Festival of  Maitreya – a visit to Throssel Hole Abbey 

I 
 recently visited Throssel Hole abbey for a festival of Maitreya 
weekend.  
Here I offer some impressions from my visit.  
 

This was my second visit. I went for an introductory retreat a few years ago.  
Each visit was a big thing for me. The environment of the monastery is so dif-
ferent from the hubbub of everyday life!  Of course the real hubbub is in our 
minds and that is always with me but being in the monastery is a chance to 
have a concentrated and uninterrupted effort to slow that churning mind 
down. Yet the novelty of the environment stirs my curiosity too and I have no-
ticed myself engaged in observation rather than just participating and putting 
my effort in. I was observing the meditation hall, the monks, my fellow laymen. 
In my first visit I must have thought a lot too, asking myself — do I like it?  Is 
that the real thing? Not so much of that this visit.  
 
I worried about the schedule of the day - what’s next, where do I have to go?   
I could not keep in my mind the whole schedule, so I ended up checking it sev-
eral times a day. Another recurring worry was - am I doing it right? I forgot lots 
of things that were explained during the introductory retreat. I made a particu-
lar mess cleaning my bowl during the formal meal. The napkin got dirty and I 
felt embarrassed about it every subsequent meal. During the temple clean up I 
used a wrong bucket and a wrong drying cloth. However I felt patient and 
compassionate with myself and in the end managed to take such mishaps 
lightly. I focused on putting an effort in doing things better next time. Some-
how that worked. 
 
The physical side of sitting was challenging as usual. I have 3 herniations in my 
spine and they often complain. I usually sit on a cushion but at the monastery I 
took a strategic decision to sit on a bench as that is easier on the legs, no prob-
lem with circulation. I was also ready to switch to a chair if it was too painful 
but, amazingly, I only had some moderate pain and soreness and managed to 
sit all 8 periods on Saturday. And these sits were very nice, as each next sit 
builds up on the previous ones. The mind gets calmer, less busy, more aware of 
my body and my breath.    
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I was touched by the kind-
ness of the monks and the 
lay visitors. Just a couple of 
impressions.  I met a young 
person who is visiting the 
monastery for a month. I 
love to see how young peo-
ple are so open and how 
they completely throw 
themselves into the new 
experiences of practice.  I 
was  also moved by an old 
lady talking about old age 
and loneliness at one of the 
tea sessions. She sounded 
very sincere.  
 
I felt the monastery to be a 
very special place in which 
fear and desire seem to 
have a lesser grip on hu-
man minds. The place 
where you get in contact 
with a deep and sincere 
practice of others.  I had decided to 
practice buddhism after I met a per-
son who practiced  it full heart-
edly.  That made a stronger impact on me than all the books about buddhism I 
had read. This is still the case. I felt the sincere effort of monks and lay visitors 
and that was very inspiring.  

 
In gassho, 

Anatoly Konechny 

Maitreya Buddha—the Buddha to come 
Japan, 20th century, wikicommons 
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Spring returns to Blackford Hill 

In the sharp reluctance 
Of departing winter 
 
The path is churned 
By human feet; 
 
Made wide by desire 
To avoid the clinging mud, 
 
Till there is no way around. 
I move ahead, unswerved. 
 
There is no mud 
To pull me down, 
 
There is no path 
To guide me; 
 
Only a bone dry 
And dusty way. 
 
Invisible, the woodpecker 
Drums up breakfast. 
 

 
David Campbell 
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The New And The Old — 

(Gratitude to Eddie Shields for sharing photographs of his recent  

journeying in South-East Asia) 

Thailand 
Wat Rong Khun, perhaps better known to foreigners as the White Temple 
(see cover photo), is a contemporary, unconventional, privately owned, art ex-
hibit in the style of a Buddhist temple in Chiang Rai Province, Thailand. It 
is owned by Chalermchai Kositpipat, who designed, constructed, and 
opened it to visitors in 1997. 

To enter the temple, visitors must pass between two pits full of groping 
hands symbolising greed, grasping. 

The altar is tastefully designed in a minimalist (for Thailand) way. 

- White Temple entrance with groping hands - 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhist_temple
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiang_Rai_Province
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thailand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chalermchai_Kositpipat
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Laos 

In Luang Prabang, the monks still do their morning begging rounds in the tra-
ditional way. It has, though, become something of a tourist attraction. 

Altar, White Temple 
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Cambodia 

A selection of photos from the Angkor Wat complex in Cambodia. This huge 
ancient city started life with a Hindu culture but was later transformed, by suc-
ceeding kings, into a Buddhist centre of learning and devotion. 

The Bayon structure (see over) was designed so that you could see the face of 
Buddha from any part of the site. 

South gate, 

Angkor Wat 

Ta Prohm, 

West en-

trance 



 

 

Thank you to all  the contributors to this issue of the Newsletter. 

Deadline for next issue is mid-August 2017 
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Bayon-Angkor Wat 



 

 

  For further details please phone : 

 Aberdeen –  Bob McGraw    (01330) 824339 
   or Joyce & Gordon Edward  (01467) 681525 
 
 Aberfeldy –  Robin Baker    (01887) 820339 

 Dundee –  Liz Evans    (07763) 188461  

 Highland - Ann Milston    (01309) 696392 or 
       hzg@inbox.com 

May 2017 

 Friday 26th Aberfeldy evening retreat 7.30-9pm 

 Saturday 27th Dundee morning retreat 10am-1pm 

 Sunday 28th November Aberdeen morning retreat 10am-1pm 

 June 

 9th-11th East Linton Retreat  

 Friday 23rd Aberfeldy evening retreat 7.30-9pm 

 Saturday 24th Dundee morning retreat 10am-1pm 

 Sunday 25th Aberdeen morning retreat 10am-1pm 

July 

 Friday 21st Aberfeldy evening retreat 7.30-9pm 

 Saturday 22nd Dundee morning retreat 10am-1pm 

 Sunday 23rd Aberdeen morning retreat 10am-1pm 

NB There will be no retreats in August 

- Events elsewhere in Scotland with the Prior - 



 

 

Introductory afternoons 

 - are usually (but not always—please check dates below) held on the second 
Saturday of each month.  A short talk will be given about Buddhist practice 
and the Serene Reflection Meditation (Soto Zen) tradition, with meditation 
instruction and discussion.  
Saturday 20th May, Saturday 17th June, Saturday 8th July, Saturday 
19th August 

2.30-4pm  

Wednesday and Friday evenings  

 Midday service and meditation, followed by tea and a Dharma talk /discussion, 
evening office. 

7.30pm–9.30pm 

Sunday mornings  

 Meditation from 9.30am onwards, followed either by a Ceremony, Dharma 

discussion or Festival at 11am.         It is fine to arrive or leave at 10.45am 

9.30am-

12.30pm 

Festival mornings  

 Priory open for meditation from 9.30am, or come at 10.45am for the cere-
mony. 

 

Daily (Every day except Mondays, Thursday afternoons & Sunday p.m.) 

MORNING EVENING 

 7.00 Meditation 

 

7.30 Meditation 

 7.40 Morning service 

 

7.55 Walking meditation 

  8.00 Meditation 

  8.30 Evening office 

— Day-to-day schedule 
at Portobello Buddhist Priory — 

Portobello Buddhist Priory is Scottish Charity no. SCO31788 

Prior: Reverend Master Favian Straughan 

Early morning practice 

 You can come for early morning meditation, followed by short morning ser-
vice. 

7.00am –  

8.15am 

Evening practice  

 Meditation, walking meditation, meditation, evening office. 

You are welcome to stay on for tea. 

7.30pm – 
8.45pm 


